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The SQR Handbook
What is SQR³
SQR³ is a turn based strategy game about the final battle in a seemingly never ending war
caused by the guardian of the most powerful artifact known to what’s left of the human
race. Who will be the victor - and who will be trapped inside their own mind to relive their
sins for eternity?

Foreword
This handbook will cover the basis of how SQR³ is played.
You will learn about the mechanics, the units and everything else you see on the screen.
We will also touch on some things to keep in mind when playing.
However, this is not a strategy guide, but rather an instruction that is meant to provide the
tools you need to dive deeper into the game’s strategic complexity by yourself.
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Introduction
How does SQR³ even work?
SQR³ is a highly tactical game that rewards planning, calculation and an adaptive strategy.
To support these traits, it abstains from all random factors that affect one player in a
different way than the other. Both players have the exact same range of choices.
The gameplay itself is comprised of three distinct phases: Fleet Building, Fleet Placement
and the actual Combat. Each phase has unique strategic potential and opportunities.

The three phases
I Fleet building
In this phase, both players assemble their forces from an array of different space ships.
Each player has a supply of 30 energy to sustain their fleet.
Small ships obviously will demand a smaller amount of that energy than larger ones.
Although it’s not mandatory to make use of the full capacity, it is highly recommended.
While the first player has the advantage to pick his favorite strategy and buy their ships
accordingly, the second player has the opportunity to adapt and come up with a team
composition that counters that strategy.
As a variation, players can decide to not pick all their ships at once, but to take turns.
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II Fleet Placement
Before the actual fighting can begin, the ships need to be placed on the battlefield.
Players take turns positioning one ship freely within their respective dropzone.
What might be even more important than a ship’s location on the battlefield, is its position
in the turn order, which will also be determined by the time it is placed:
The first ship on the field will be the first to become active and so forth.
Take into account that some classes have unique mechanics and may have different
strategic value at different phases of the overall game.
If one player has a higher count of ships in their fleet, they can place them all
consecutively after the other one has positioned their last unit.
Depending on the strategy, different orders and formations will have various effects

The current turn order is displayed in the bottom middle of the screen.
Make sure to keep track!
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III Combat
This is the game’s core phase where most of the action goes down.
Each turn one ship becomes active, following the turn order determined in the placement
phase. The ship’s owner then has the following actions to perform with the active ship in
any order:
Move
Use any number of the available speed points to relocate the ship on the field.
This can be repeated as long as there are speed points left.
Attack
Attack any ship or asteroid within the ship’s (shooting) range.
Every ship can only attack once per turn.
Shield
Transfer all available energy to recharge the ship’s shield.
Note that this action consumes all movement and attack points, so the ship will not
be able to perform any other actions that turn. Consequently, charging the shield is
only possible if all movement and attack points are still available.
After any or all of these actions have been performed, the ship’s owner finishes by clicking
on the end turn button on the bottom right.
The end of the combat phase also constitutes the end of the match and is reached, when
either player has no more ships to fight, or both players are down to one of the smaller
ships. In the latter case, they will be offered the chance to conclude the match with a draw.
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Important game elements
The Units I
SQR³ features a total of seven different space ships, each one has unique properties which
are reflected in their attribute points. Their class may give some hints as well.
Each ship has five attributes, not counting cost:

Hit points (HP)
Hit points represent a ship’s stamina.
Once they go down to zero, the ship is destroyed.
Hit points can’t be regenerated: once the damage is done, it’s done.
Shield
Each ship starts the match with a fully charged shield which blocks 100%
of all incoming damage as long as it’s up.
Once it is gone, all enemy hits will chop off the ship’s HP.
The shield can be fully recharged once a turn at the cost of all other action
points. This means the ship cannot move or shoot that turn.
Speed
The higher a ship’s speed attribute, the more tiles it can traverse each turn.
The amount of move points a ship has available at the start of its turn is
equal to its speed attribute.
Moving one tile on a straight line (horizontally or vertically) costs one
move point, while traversing diagonally needs double the amount.
Range
The distance a ship’s weapon can fire is represented by the range attribute.
Range works totally independent of speed.
However, if a desired target is not already within the active ship’s range,
you have to move it to a position where it is, in order to be able to attack.
Add a ship’s range to its speed to get the total (theoretical) action radius.
Damage
When a ship is hit by an attack, this value will be subtracted from its shield
and, once that is gone, its HP.
Note: The value given here is the total amount of damage dealt by one
attack, regardless of how much projectiles are fired
Cost
This is the amount of energy the ship will draw from your supply.
Naturally, better equipped ships will need more than simple fighters.
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The Units II
To give you a better idea of what a ship might best be suited for,
they are divided into four classes.
When attacking, Fighters, Tanks and Cannons need an unbroken line of sight to their target.
Fighter
Fighters are the most versatile of all classes.
They have a balanced ratio of agility, firepower and stamina, which makes them perfect
for mobile, medium range maneuvers.
Tank
As the name suggests, tanks are very beefy.
They are equipped with very durable defense systems and can withstand even heavy
attacks for a while.
On the downside they are quite cumbersome and don’t deal much damage themselves.
Cannon
Cannons shoot to kill. They have long range and devastating damage.
On the downside, they are very fragile and basically immobile.
Artillery
Artilleries pack a serious punch which they deliver over virtually infinite distances.
Furthermore, their projectile is fired indirectly, so they do not require a line of sight to
their target.
To make up for that, their attacks are delayed:
Once the target for an attack is set, it takes the ship a whole turn to actually fire.
I.E.: attack: turn 1, actually firing: end of turn 2
When playing with (or against) artillery ships, it’s vital to keep two things in mind:
1.

Artillery attacks can be dodged
The ship that takes its turn right after an artillery ship can move away from the
impact location and is basically unhittable for that artillery.
This also means, that artilleries can’t win a one versus one situation.

2.

Artilleries can do barrage
By firing at a key position, they may keep the next ship from moving there. Of
course it still can, but would have to face some serious damage or destruction.

Artilleries also aren’t very mobile.
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The Commanders
Upon entering their name, each player is assigned one of the two captains.
Other than providing players their respective team color, captains have no influence on the
game. Of course, siding with one of them to fight for their cause is a statement by itself.

The Battlefield
The battlefield is comprised of square tiles. Both length and width of the battlefield can be
set from 5 to 15 tiles in the Battlefield Menu, with 10 being the default value.
Note: 2 rows will be added to the length value on each side as the respective drop zones.

The Asteroids
There are three different kinds of asteroids which are spread randomly across the
battlefield. Their hit points range from 1000 to 3000 and they can be shot like any other
target. Use them to gain cover from directly attacking enemy ships.
Players can set the asteroid density in the Battlefield Menu.
The displayed value describes the probability of an asteroid spawning on a given tile,
with 0 being 0% and 5 being 50%.
To keep things fair, asteroids are only placed randomly on one side of the battlefield and
then mirrored over the center point onto the other.

If there is exactly one center tile on the battlefield - this happens if both, length and width are set to
odd values - it will always be free (no asteroid can spawn on it).
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Interface
Graphical User Interface
As you very well know, information is key in a tactics game.
Hence, SQR³ tries to provide as much of it as possible, without cluttering the screen to a
point where all the numbers and overlays are confusing rather than helpful.
To that end, information is split in two layers: Visual feedback worked directly into the 3D
game space via overlays and the 2D HUD.

3D Overlays A
A1.

Active ship marker
The active ship is marked with a white outline

A2.

Hovered ship marker
A ship that is currently hovered, either in the turn order list or in 3D space is
marked with a bright green outline

A3.

Total range indicator
A hovered ship displays its total range (Speed + Attack Range) by projecting a dot
on all tiles within its theoretical reach. Obstacles (asteroids and other ships) are not
taken into account.
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3D Overlays B
B1.

Movement range indicator
If Movement Mode is active, all tiles that can be reached with the remaining Speed
Points are marked green.

B2.

Attack range preview
In move mode, hovering a valid target tile (green) projects a small X to mark the
tiles that are in (attack) range from that position.
Again, obstacles are not taken into account.
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3D Overlays C
C1.

Attack range indicator
In Attack Mode all tiles that are within the ship’s (attack) range are marked yellow

C2.

Target indicator
When aiming with a non artillery ship, the first object that breaks the line of sight
between the active ship and the desired target becomes the actual target.
It is marked with a red tile.
Note: To avoid accidentally firing at the wrong target, ships can only be ordered to
fire by clicking on the actual target.
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HUD Discription
1.

Character portraits
The character portraits indicate the currently active player

2.

Ship Scan
A wireframe scan of the currently active ship is displayed in the bottom left corner
It also states the ship’s class.

3.

Action buttons
The action buttons allow the active player to give orders to the active ship.
They also contain informations about whether or not an action is available, how
many points are left or can be gained - the info is displayed both numerically and
graphically. (Check the white bar on the bottom edge)

4.

Turn Order
The turn order lists all remaining ships on the battlefield in the order they are going
to become active, with the leftmost ship being the currently active one.
The ship’s icons display their team color as well as their current health status.
They can be hovered to display a tooltip which provides more detailed information.
Hovering a ship in the turn order bar also marks it on the battlefield.

5.

HP- & Shield Bar
This provides some more detailed info on the active ship’s health status

6.

End Turn Button
This button ends the current turn.
If no action has been taken, it asks for affirmation to avoid accidentally skipped
turns.

7.

Tooltips
Tooltips are displayed after hovering a space ship or asteroid for longer than one
second. For asteroids they show the remaining HP, for space ships, they show the
initiative (turns until the ship becomes active again), class, current health status and
damage.
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HUD Screenshots

HUD with active tooltip for a spaceship

HUD with active tooltip for an asteroid
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Input
Most of the game is controlled via mouse (or touchpad, if that’s how you roll), however,
there are a few commands you can give with your keyboard:
Videos
Skip video
Pause/Unpause video:
InGame
Open Menu (pauses game)
Adjust camera
Zoom
End turn
Confirm end turn dialogue

ESC
Space

ESC
Arrow Keys
Mouse wheel (or whatever the equivalent on your touchpad is)
Space
Enter

Settings
You can adjust the game’s audio and gameplay settings to better suit your personal
preferences. The settings menu can be reached from the main menu by clicking the
“Options” button, or during fighting phase by pressing the “ESC”-key.

Audio Volumes
Setting these is pretty self explanatory: 0% is silent, 100% is the loudest volume possible.
Tilemarking
If enabled (default) displays the total range of a ship when it’s hovered.
Ingame Tooltips
If enabled (default) provides additional info about ships and asteroids ingame, when they
are hovered for longer than one second.
Auto Movemode
Each turn will begin with the ship already being in move mode (as if you had pressed the
button) - of course you can switch to attack mode as usual, if you want to shoot first.
Game Speed
Using this, you can make everything that happens up to four times faster.
This concerns mostly animations, so if you don’t want to wait for those spaceships to
slowly traverse over the field, this option can speed things up. However, as this does not
affect audio, some effects and radio messages might seem a little off.
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About the Project
The Team
SQR³ was realised with a core team of three students
Colin Sabry
3D Modeling
Lukas Gamperling
2D Art & Texturing
Gunnar Götzfried
Game design & Programming
Later we teamed up with the wonderful David Barnatt, who provided us with a custom
soundtrack.
We also had a lot of playtesters with a wide variety of backgrounds, who gave us valuable
feedback throughout all stages of the game development - from experimenting wildly with
the paper prototype to fine tuning the release version.

The Project
SQR³ is a non-commercial students project and part of the bachelor degree course
'Medienwissenschaft und Medienpraxis' at the University of Bayreuth, Germany.
It was initiated in October 2014.
We quickly fleshed out the core features with the help of our trusty paper prototype.
In Early 2015 we went into full development (in context of what was possible at the time)
and were able to present a demo version in early summer of the same year.
Unfortunately, we had to put the project on hold shortly after that due to conflicting
schedules and workload from other projects.
It took about one year, before we could get back to work on SQR³ and finish it up.
The final version was released mid October 2016.
So the total development time adds up to just about two years.
As this is an educational project, we would love to hear what you think about SQR³.
Just visit our website or find us on Facebook:
http://sqr3.pyramid-interactive.com | www.facebook.com/sqr3game
and leave us some feedback.
Thank you!
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The Studio
Pyramid Interactive Gamestudio was founded by a group of students who teamed up in a
semi-consistent fashion to make games.
Its sole purpose is to provide a consistent name that can be used to operate websites and
networking accounts over the course of different projects.
We are not a registered company, so there are no legal obligations for anyone who is
associated with us. If you want to learn more, you can visit our website:
http://pyramid-interactive.com

That’s it.
Now, go play our game!
We hope you enjoy it.
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